ANN Synthesis for an Agglomeration Heating Power Consumption Approximation
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Abstract: This article deals with Analytic Programming (AP) which was proven to be highly effective tool of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) synthesis and optimization. AP is successfully applied here to evolve such ANN which is able to approximate heating power consumption of an agglomeration, in dependence on time and atmospherics temperature, more accurately than standard methods. An experiment described in the paper was realized on real life data from Most agglomeration and heating plant situated in Komořany, Czech Republic. Resulted ANN brings 19% increase of approximation accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Correct approximation of heating power consumption in dependence on time and atmospheric temperature is an important presumption for heating plant successful control. Nevertheless precision of standard approximation methods (described in chapter 5) is often insufficient [1]. In these cases Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can be designed to improve approximation accuracy.

This article describes process which synthesis such ANN via symbolic regression working with real life data from Most agglomeration and heating plant situated in Komořany. There are two well-known methods: Genetic Programming and Grammatical Evolution, which can both symbolically regress using evolutionary algorithm. However, in this article, more recent and flexible procedure called Analytic Programming (AP) is used here.

AP performed well in many separate cases (for example [2, 3]) together with different evolutionary algorithms (EA) as its “engine”. Asynchronous implementation of SOMA – Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm [4] is applied here to boost AP with the ambition to show unusual electivity of such arrangement.

SOMA is based on a self-organizing behavior of groups of individuals in a “social environment”. It can also be classified as an evolutionary algorithm, despite the fact that no new generations of individuals are created during the search (due to philosophy of this algorithm). Only positions of individuals in the searched space are changed during one generation, called a “migration loop”. The algorithm was published in journals, book and presented at international conferences, symposiums as well as in various invitational presentations, for example [5, 6, 7].

2 Analytic Programming
Main principle (core) of AP is based on discrete set handling (DSH) DSH shows itself as universal interface between EA and a symbolically solved problem. This is why AP can be used almost by any EA.

Briefly put, in AP, individuals consist of non-numerical expressions (operators, functions,…), which are within evolutionary process represented by their integer indexes. Such index then serves like a pointer into the set of expressions and AP uses it to synthesize resulting function-program for Cost Function evaluation.

All simple functions and operators are in so called General Function Set (GFS) divided into groups according to the number of arguments which can be inserted during the evolutionary process to create subsets $GFS_{3arg}, GFS_{2arg},...,GFS_{0arg}$.

Functionality of discrete set handling can be seen on the concrete example in Fig. 1. Number of actually used pointers from an individual before synthesized expression is closed is called depth.
2.1 Constant Processing
Synthesized ANN, programs or formulas may also contain constants “K” which can be defined in GFS₀ or be a part of other functions included in GFSₘₐₓ. When the program is synthesized, all Ks are indexed, so K₁, K₂, ..., Kₙ, are obtained and then all Kₙ are estimated by second EA. In this case the EA is, again, asynchronous implementation of SOMA. This is especially convenient for an ANN synthesis. Kₙ can be interpreted as various weights and thresholds and their optimization by SOMA as ANN learning.

3 SOMA All-to-One
Several different versions of SOMA exist, nevertheless, this article is focused on most common All-to-One version, which is most suitable for asynchronous parallel implementation. All basic All-to-One SOMA principles important for correct understanding of executed experiment are described below.

3.1 Parameter definition
Before starting the algorithm, SOMA’s parameters: Step, PathLength, PopSize, PRT and Cost Function need to be defined. The Cost Function is simply the function which returns a scalar that can directly serve as a measure of fitness. In this case, Cost Function is provided by AP.

3.2 Creation of Population
Population of individuals is randomly generated. Each parameter for each individual has to be chosen randomly from the given range <Low, High>.

3.3 Migration loop
Each individual from population (PopSize) is evaluated by the Cost Function and the Leader (individual with the highest fitness) is chosen for the current migration loop. Then, all other individuals begin to jump, (according to the Step definition) towards the Leader. Each individual is evaluated after each jump by using the Cost Function. Jumping continues until a new position defined by the PathLength is reached. The new position \( x_{i,j} \) after each jump is calculated by (1) as is shown graphically in Fig. 1. Later on, the individual returns to the position on its path, where it found the best fitness.

\[
  x_{i,j}^{ML_{new}} = x_{i,j}^{ML_{start}} + (x_{i,j}^{ML} - x_{i,j}^{ML_{start}}) t \ PRTVector_j
\]

where \( t \in <0, by \ Step, \ PathLength> \) and ML is actual migration loop

Before an individual begins jumping towards the Leader, a random number rnd is generated (for each individual’s component), and then compared with PRT. If the generated random number is larger than PRT, then the associated component of the individual is set to 0 using PRTVector.

\[
  if \ rnd_j < PRT then PRTVector_j = 0 else 1
\]

where \( rnd \in <0, 1> \) and \( j = 1, ... n_{param} \)

Fig. 2, PRTVector and its action on individual movement [8]
tends to determine a local optimum rather than global one. [8]

4.4 Test for stopping condition
If a divergence between current Leader and Leader from the last migration loop is less than defined number, stop and recall the best solution(s) found during the search.

4 Neural Network Synthesis
There is a very easy way of using AP for ANN synthesis. [9] The most important part is to define items from which ANN will be composed. In this case GFS contains only three items.

\[ GFS_{all} = \{+, AN, K*x\} \] (3)

Most important item of (3) is Artificial Neuron (AN) (4) with hyperbolic tangent as transfer function (5). Weight of output, steepness and thresholds are computed as K in AP (6).

\[ GFS1 = \{AN\} \] (4)

\[ AN = \frac{w \cdot (e^{(2 \cdot \lambda \cdot (input + \phi)}) - 1)}{(e^{(2 \cdot \lambda \cdot (input + \phi)}) + 1)} \] (5)

\[ AN = K_1 \cdot (e^{(2 \cdot K_2 \cdot (input + K_3))} - 1) / (e^{(2 \cdot K_2 \cdot (input + K_3))} + 1) \] (6)

Fig. 3, Graphical example of AN

To allow more inputs into one ANN simple plus operator (7) is used.

\[ GFS_2 = \{+\} \] (7)

Fig. 4, Graphical example of plus operator

Finally, (8) represents weighted input data.

\[ GFS_0 = K*x \] (8)

Fig. 5, Graphical example of weighted input

Under such circumstances, translation of an individual to ANN can be easily grasped from Fig. 6.

\[ GFS_{all} = \{+, AN, K*x\} \] (2,1,2,2,3,3)

\[ ANN = AN[AN[x] + AN[x]] \]

Fig. 6, Translation of an individual to ANN

Whole process is cyclical. Individuals provided by EA are translated to ANNs. ANNs are evaluated in accordance with training data set and their global errors are used to set fitness to these individuals. Consequently, a new generation is chosen and the whole process is repeated in next migration loop.

3.1 Reinforced evolution
If ANN of adequate quality cannot be obtained during AP run, AP puts the best ANN it found as a sub ANN into GFS and starts over. This arrangement considerably improves AP ability to find ANN with desirable parameters.

5 Approximation of Supplied Power
The power supplied into agglomeration by the heating plant is approximated by a sum of two functions. The first function depends on time t and the second depends on external atmospheric temperature \( \theta_{ex} \) [1]:

\[ P = P_{\text{first}} + P_{\text{second}} \]
To approximate division of power which depends on time Gauss curve is used:

\[ f_{time}(t) = f_{ETG_1}(t) + f_{ETG_2}(t) = \frac{H^*}{\{1 + \lambda_L e^{k_L(t_L-t)}\}^{(t_L)^\alpha} + \{1 + \lambda_T e^{k_T(t-t_T)}\}^{(t_T)^\beta}} + \frac{H^*_1}{\{1+\lambda_1 e^{k_1(t_1-t)}\}^{(t_1)^\gamma} + \{1+\lambda_1 e^{k_1(t_1-t)}\}^{(t_1)^\delta}} + \frac{H^*_2}{\{1+\lambda_2 e^{k_2(t_2-t)}\}^{(t_2)^\gamma} + \{1+\lambda_2 e^{k_2(t_2-t)}\}^{(t_2)^\delta}} \]

Where:

\[ H^* \] is a coefficient depended on top height

\[ \lambda_L \] is a coefficient of ascending curve dependence measure on \( f_{temp}(0) \)

\[ \lambda_T \] is a coefficient which modified ascending curve preliminary to exponential function

\[ k_L \] is an increase rate of ascending edge

\[ k_T \] is an increase and decrease rate of descending edge

\[ t_L \] is an increasing edge’s inflection point time

\[ t_T \] is a decreasing edge’s inflection point time

\[ \alpha \] is a parameter which modify increasing edge shape

\[ \beta \] is a parameter which modify decreasing edge shape

Power dependence on actual hour is defined by a following function:

\[ f_{time}(t) = \frac{H^*}{\{1 + \lambda_L e^{k_L(t_L-t)}\}^{(t_L)^\alpha} + \{1 + \lambda_T e^{k_T(t-t_T)}\}^{(t_T)^\beta}} + \frac{K - A}{(1 + Q e^{-B(\theta_{ex}-M)})^{\frac{1}{\beta}}} \]

Where:

\[ A \] is a value of lower asymptote

\[ K \] is a value of higher asymptote

\[ Q \] is a measure of dependence on \( f_{temp}(0) \)

\[ B \] is an increase rate of lower curve

\[ M \] is a time of maximal increase if \( Q = v \)

\[ v \] is a parameter which decide in which asymptote maximal increase occur

An accuracy of described approximation was statistically evaluated on data covering a period from 11. 3. 2009 to 12. 31. 2009 which includes 1416 samples in one hour interval. Resulted NRMSD was calculated on provided data as 4.28% [1].

6 Experiment set up

Used data was normalized into \(<0; 1>\) interval and a very simple GFS structure was used for ANN synthesis during the experiment:

\[ GFS_{all} = \{+, AN, K^*t, K^*h\} \]

If best synthetized ANN does not improve its NRMSD at least for 0.001%, breeding stopped.
Setting of Asynchronous SOMA used as EA for AP can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Individuals</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Parameters</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PathLength</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>1/ depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1, Setting of SOMA used as EA for AP

Table 2 described settings of SOMA used for ANN learning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Individuals</th>
<th>number of $K_n$ *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 (at least 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Parameters</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PathLength</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>1/ number of $K_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2, Setting of SOMA used to optimize $K_n$

7 Results

In 100 cases AP was always able to synthetize ANN with NRMSD = 3.46% however final results vary in number of used AN. One example of typically obtained ANN structure is represented below:

$$ANN0 = AN[h] + t$$

Computer simulation (15)

$$RMSD(\theta_1, \theta_2) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (ANN(x_i) - y(x_i))^2}{n}}$$

(16)

$$NRMSD = \frac{RMSD}{x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}}}$$

$$ANN1 = ANN0 + AN[h]$$

(18)

$$ANN2 = ANN1 + AN[AN[h] + h + AN[AN[h]]]$$

(19)

$$ANN3 = AN[AN[h]] + ANN2$$

(20)

$$ANN4 = ANN3 + AN[AN[t] + AN[t] + h]$$

(21)

$$ANN5 = AN[AN[AN[h] + t]] + ANN4$$

(22)

$$ANN6 = ANN5 + AN[h + AN[h] + t]$$

(23)

$$ANN7 = AN[h + AN[AN[t]]] + ANN6$$

(24)

$$ANN8 = AN[AN[AN[t]]] + ANN7$$

(25)

$$ANN9 = AN[AN[h]] + ANN8$$

(26)

$$ANN10 = ANN9 + AN[h]$$

(27)

$$ANN11 = AN[t] + ANN10 + AN[ANN10]$$

(28)

$$ANN12 = AN[h] + ANN11$$

(29)

$$ANN13 = AN[h] + ANN12$$

(30)

$$ANN14 = AN[h] + ANN13$$

(31)

$$ANN15 = AN[h] + ANN14$$

(32)

$$ANN16 = AN[h + t] + ANN15$$

(33)

$$ANN17 = ANN16 + AN[AN[t + AN[ANN16 + h + ANN16] + h + AN[h] + ANN16 + AN[h] + ANN16]]$$

(34)

$$ANN18 = ANN17 + AN[AN[h + t]]$$

(35)

In this cases AP used 18 sub ANN to evolve final ANN with 0.001% accuracy.

Fig. 7 shows ANN’s first five steps of evolution.

8 Conclusion

AP was able to synthetize ANN with NRMSD 3.46%. This success represents 19% improvement in comparison with standardly used methods.

Synthetized ANN can positively influenced control quality in Komorany heating plant and will be integrated into a wider expert system.
AP proves its ability to successfully synthetized ANN within dynamic and irregular environment.

Fig. 7, ANN evolution from (17) to (21)
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